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Internet of Packaging solution receives investment to expand to larger logistics firms
Related tags: Hanhaa, Tracking, Internet of Things, Investment, Logistics
Food and drink manufacturers could soon benefit from an ‘Internet of Packaging’ system
developed by UK technology firm Hanhaa, following overseas investment.

Swedish packaging firm BillerudKorsnäs’ investment in Hanhaa would
see its Parcelive tracking system developed for logistics firms, said
the company.

The Internet of Packaging allows users to track deliveries through the
internetworking of physical devices, vehicles, and parcels embedded
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with electronics, software and sensors.
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Parcelive allows companies to track the location and condition of

Are your audits and assessments stuck in
the past?
Authenticate IS

deliveries in real-time throughout the entire supply chain.

The system uses transmitter devices placed in shipments that use
global positioning systems (GPS) and mobile signals to track their
position.

Hanhaa said Parcelive was suited to “logistics optimisation and

continuous cold chain management” – such as in the food and drink
supply chain.

Report the condition of goods
Sensors measure and report the condition of the goods and what they
have been exposed to in real-time – changes in temperature, drops
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and knocks. The system works regardless of country, scale or carrier,
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Hanhaa ceo Azhar Hussain said: “BillerudKorsnäs’ wide-ranging skills
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according to Hanhaa.

and network within sustainable and efficient packaging solutions
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make them a perfect partner as we take our technology out into the logistics and packaging
industry on a large scale.”
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This is the third investment by BillerudKorsnäs’ subsidiary, BillerudKorsnäs Venture, since it was

formed last year. It aimed to work closely with companies in developing solutions in the packaging

Iceland HQ investment to ‘benefit
suppliers’

value chain.

BillerudKorsnäs Venture md Anders Persson said the company would draw on its experience and
knowledge to bring products to market on an industrial scale.

Manufacturers see fraud rise in
2016

On an industrial scale
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A smarter way to audit and assess your suppliers

Auditing and assessing suppliers can be labour intensive, costly and challenging especially with
global supply chains. With Authenticate IS, you can increase compliance and gain actionable

Halal meat firm to pay £7,500 after
mouse infestation

“Together with Hanhaa, we’re continuing to build tomorrow’s Internet of Packaging,” added

2 Sisters denies Brexit-related job
losses at The Pizza Factory

“Expanding our offering of digital solutions will allow us to continue challenging conventional

Premier Foods starts £10M costsaving plan

The development of Parcelive comes as more and more manufacturers start to integrate the

The UK is to quit Single Market:
PM’s Brexit speech

insights while saving time and money... Click here
Persson.

packaging for a sustainable future.”

Internet of Things into their supply chains.

Ruth Walker, associate at law firm Gill Jennings & Every, suggested in October last year that the

Food manufacturing heroes wanted
for BBC’s Future Food Award

Internet of Things was beginning to be added to the arsenal of anti-counterfeiting technologies
available to food and drink producers and packagers.

Maggot found ‘alive’ inside
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Internet of Things

Food industry’s cautious welcome
to PM’s Brexit speech

The internetworking of physical devices, vehicles (also referred to as connected devices and
smart devices), buildings, and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors,

actuators, and network connectivity that enable these objects to collect and exchange data.

Valentine’s Day product launches –
in pictures

It allows objects to be sensed and/or controlled remotely across existing network

infrastructure, creating opportunities for more direct integration of the physical world into
computer-based systems, and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic

Greggs posts 7% sales boost after
strong Christmas

Source: Wikipedia

Top food and drink trends for 2017

benefit in addition to reduced human intervention.
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Are your audits and assessments stuck in the past?
Authenticate IS | 29-Nov-2016 |

Technical / white paper

Isn’t it time your audit and assessment process moved on?Assessing and
auditing food suppliers is a time-consuming and often time-sensiti...

New ways to manage your customer orders
Esker Ltd. | 21-Nov-2016 |

Technical / white paper

Despite its growth as an industry, Food and Beverage companies face

increasing pressures to maximise capital while minimising risk. Autom...

20% Less Fat in Your Dairy Based Sauces
OAL - Olympus Automation Ltd. | 08-Nov-2016 |

Technical / white…

Are you looking at reducing the fat content in your dairy based sauces? The
University of Lincoln has discovered that cooking using Steam...

Simplify Audits with Appetite Learning’s Enable Audit Tool!
Appetite Learning | 02-Nov-2016 |

Technical / white paper

Audits, whether annual or day-to-day can be complicated and time-

consuming for manufacturing businesses. Data from multiple sites can eas...

Top tips on how to defend your food business
Authenticate IS | 31-Oct-2016 |

Technical / white paper

It feels as though we’re always only a step away from the next food industry
scandal or scare.Whether it’s product contamination, MRSA, a...

Vemag Gourmet Burger Forming Systems from Reiser
Reiser | 27-Oct-2016 |

Technical / white paper

Burger forming used to be about stamping out a standard product as fast as
possible. Today, processors need to look more at differentiati...

Your DPD App Launch
DPD Express Parcel Delivery | 20-Oct-2016 |

Technical / white pa…

Ground breaking app means you’ll never miss a delivery again • New ‘Your
DPD’ app allows customers to set personal delivery preferences;...
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Food Manufacture Supply Chain and Logistics – Survey
Report 2016

WRBM | 10-Oct-2016 |

Technical / white paper

In August 2016, the Food Manufacture Group conducted its inaugural

Supply chain and logistics survey on its user base of UK food and drin...

High-Speed Variovac form/fill/seal packaging machine from
Reiser

Reiser | 08-Sep-2016 |

Product brochure

HIGH-SPEED VARIOVAC FORM/FILL/SEAL PACKAGING MACHINE

FROM REISER The high-speed Variovac form/fill/seal packaging machine is
the industry...

HIGH-SPEED VARIOVAC FORM/FILL/SEAL PACKAGING
MACHINE FROM REISER
Reiser | 08-Sep-2016 |

Technical / white paper

The high-speed Variovac form/fill/seal packaging machine is the industry’s
most reliable packaging system. The Variovac is a durable, hi...

BRC certified food logistics services – ACS&T Logistics
ACS&T Logistics | 07-Sep-2016 |

Data sheet

ACS&T Logistics offers frozen, chilled and ambient storage and distribution
services, certified to BRC standards. With almost 1...

Vemag Meatball Forming Systems from Reiser
Reiser | 06-Jul-2016 |

Product brochure

When it comes to the high-speed production of meatballs and other ballshaped products, Vemag sets the industry standard for portioning a...

Condition Monitoring in Foodstuff Manufacturing Increases
Quality

Vaisala | 01-Jul-2016 |

Technical / white paper

In many high-temperature baking and drying processes, the achievement of
the right conditions makes all the difference between prime and...

Get your workforce food hygiene compliant with Appetite
Learning!

WR eLearning | 26-Nov-2015 |

Product brochure

Appetite Learning provides a complete learning solution. We not only supply
relevant course work accessed online, but also transform th...
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